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Chapter Two: 

The Drive out of the Locked Room: The Legacy of Flâneur in Real 

and Imagined Los Angeles 

 

 

There are also, probably in every culture, in every civilization, real 

places—places that do exist and that are formed in the very founding of 

society—which are something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively 

enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be 

found in the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. 

(Foucault 24) 

 

 

I. Introduction 

    Fredric Jameson extols that Chandler is “a painter of American life,” and this 

praise connotes Chandler‟s success in depicting the social milieu and suggests 

Chandler‟s detective fiction focalizes the setting and place of American society, which 

in his work exclusively means Los Angeles city (124). This can be reinforced by 

David Schmid‟s discussion that the city, despite the popularity of the Agatha Christie 

“country house” tradition, “is the „true‟ site of detective fiction” (244). City, or in 

another popular term, urban space, has been an inheritance since Poe‟s use of Paris. 

Thus, the “real content” of detective fiction is a “scenic one” (244). In Raymond 

Chandler‟s detective story, the urban settings based on Los Angeles city play a 

distinguishable role as another protagonist, besides the detective or the process how 

the detective resolves the mysterious crime. That is, the hard-boiled detective is the 

explicator of the city. Therefore, in Chandler‟s stories, the detective and the city he 
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roves around are two major features. It‟s a worthwhile issue to discuss them 

separately and compositely. In this chapter, I will examine the legacy of flâneur on 

Raymond Chandler‟s private eye, so as to elicit the importance of the city and the 

reason why I am interested in his presentation of the city. My contention is that the 

hard-boiled detective makes the city another distinctive protagonist in the stories and 

reveals the dark side of the modern cities because this new type of detective, bearing 

the legacy of the flâneur and fighting against crime more actively and physically than 

classical detectives, forsakes the detached position and engages himself in interpreting 

the illegible gap within the modern urban contour. 

 

II. The Legacy of Flâneur 

A. Flâneur as a Modern hero 

    Raymond Chandler‟s novels feature the hard-boiled hero, Philip Marlowe, a 

private eye roaming his own city in his own car, a new type of American loner hero 

chasing his own honor in the modern urban jungle. A hero on his own, cynical but 

faithful, knows too well about his own town, and a city, both bright and darkish, 

reflects only too perfectly the American modern urban conditions. Philip Marlowe and 

his Los Angeles could be a perfect model for us to understand the representations of 

the experience of an urban figure and his ability (or disability) to negotiate and create 

a path through the labyrinth of the cityscapes. Therefore, by employing the theoretical 

concept of the flâneur, I will show how Chandler‟s hard-boiled detective turns the 

modern Los Angeles city between the 1930s and 1950s into a focal feature in 

Marlowe stories.  

    The flâneur is the archetypal urban figure, with the origins closely related to the 

modernization of the city, specifically Paris, in the early nineteenth century. However, 

more and more scholars agree that the concept of a flâneur can be an interpretive 
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figure and the practice of the flâneur‟s observing the city can be a distinct 

methodology. Social and cultural commentators adopt this practice to hold on to the 

“nature and implications of the conditions of modernity and post-modernity” (Tester 

1). The activity of a flâneur, conjured as the flâneurie, is the activity of strolling and 

observing the city space, and it also becomes a recurring motif in the literature of the 

studies on the modern urban existence. It is a figure materialized by the grand 

socio-cultural scholar, Walter Benjamin, in his remarkable analysis of the nineteenth 

century French poet, Charles Baudelaire. Originally, the flâneur was active “in a 

specific time and place: Paris, the capital of the 19
th

 century” (Tester 1). According to 

Benjamin, the flâneur found the arcades of Paris an ideal location for him to observe 

the city, but along with the Haussmannization
1
 of Paris, the flâneur followed the 

crowds of the arcades and left these narrow glass-covered byways for the opening 

spaces of the new wide boulevards. The flâneur was so comfortable within the new 

urban spaces that “the street [became] a dwelling” for him, and he seemed to be “as 

much at home among the façades of houses as a citizen was in his four walls” 

(Benjamin, “The Flâneur” 37). The “shiny, enameled signs of business” was as good 

as a wall ornament, like an oil paining, in his salon. The walls were his desk and the 

news-stands were his libraries, and he would “look down on his household” to 

observe the city from his balconies, which were actually the terraces of cafés. The city 

streets are indeed his familiar locale for his flâneurie, and this becomes the figure‟s 

legacy for many following literary figures.  

    As stated, the flâneur takes the city streets as the locale to practice his flâneurie, 

but Benjamin also notices that the flâneur intends to own complete knowledge of the 

city. He describes the activity of the flâneur as “botanizing on asphalt” (“The Flâneur” 

                                                 
1
 Haussmannization means the Haussmann Renovations of Paris, a work commissioned by Napoleon 

III and led by Baron Georges-Eugene Hassmann between 1852 and 1870 to transform Paris into a 

modern city. See also Carmona, Michel. Hausmann: His Life and Times, and the Making of Modern 

Paris. Trans. Patrick Camiller. Chicago: I. R. Dee, 2002.  
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36). “Botanizing” means analyzing, and the asphalt, the material for paving the 

modern streets, indicates the streets in the urban landscapes. Therefore, the flâneurie 

is not just an activity of idly circulating around the urban spaces, or for observing the 

city with no aim. He has a goal to analyze the things through his observation on the 

modern urban streets. The flâneurie is thus carried with a goal, and the goal in 

question, I find, is best explained by Charles Baudelaire, the most important source 

cited by Benjamin to associate with the mid-nineteenth century literary flâneurie.  

    In Baudelaire‟s essay “The Painter of Modern Life,” Constantin Guys is 

employed as a figure, both actual and allegorical, who practices the observation in the 

fast-changing modern times. He is the very representative of the painter of modern 

life, explained by Baudelaire as a lonely modern man, gifted with an avid imagination, 

circulating all day within the crowd. Baudelaire further points out that his roaming is 

carried with a noble aim other than just purely idling around. The aim of this painter 

of modern life is to find an indefinable thing, thereby procuring the eternal from the 

transitory. According to this aim, many scholars find that this abstract, indefinable 

thing might be allowed to call “modernity” (Baudelaire 12). Keith Tester, in his 

introduction of the flâneur, concludes that the flâneur is basically the hero of 

modernity (6). Robert J. Read, in his thesis on the legacy of the nineteenth century 

flâneur, also asserts that the “heroics” of the flâneur are found in “the pursuit of the 

indefinable modernity” (69). The modernity is what the flâneur observes and intends 

to resolve, and through this, the connection between the flâneur and the detective can 

be found. Their urban roaming reveals and represents the indefinable of the modern 

city. 

    Before understanding the transition from the flâneur to the detective, one more 

legacy from this archetypal urban figure will help much to explain the inherent 

similarity and difference in the genealogy of the urban figures: the intrinsically 
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mysterious identity of the flâneur within the crowd. Benjamin refers to a contrary 

situation as the dialectic of flâneurie: on the one hand, the man in the street crowd will 

feel himself viewed and observed by the crowd as a suspect; on the other hand, the 

man still remains completely unaccountable, a hidden, enigmatic man (“The Arcade 

Project” 420). This is the contradictory condition of the flâneur between the observing 

and the observed. This leads to his somewhat detached attitude. He has the intention 

to find out what lies behind the modern city. The best position for his observation is of 

course to observe without being noticed. Tester affirms that he is the person of the 

public who is well aware of himself to be of the public, and he is “the individual 

sovereign of the order of things,” a hidden person with great knowledge of the city 

who has the ability to “transform faces and things so that for him they only have 

meaning which he attributes to them” (6-7). R. Shields also identifies the flâneur as an 

observant classifier of the city‟s population “who reads people‟s characters not only 

from the physiognomy of their faces but via a social physiognomy of the streets” (63, 

67). The flâneur thus knows all and tries to botanize faces and things on the streets, 

and the best way is to remain “the secret spectator of the spectacle of the spaces and 

places of the city” (6-7). Therefore, his attitude toward the objects he wants to 

examine and define would be kept detached. This determines that the flâneur‟s 

searching for meanings would be conducted by anonymously botanizing the crowd 

from within the crowd, and subsequently, the flâneurie with the noble aim would 

gradually become the profession of the detective.  

    Therefore, I think that the city streets as the locale of the flâneurie, the wielding 

of complete knowledge of the city to interpret the modernity of the city, and the 

intrinsic detached position are the legacies of the flâneur for the urban figures in 

literature. In the following section, I will discuss the transition from the flâneur to the 

detective based upon the legacies of the flâneur.  
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B. Transition from the Flâneur to the Detective 

    Along with the ever-changing façade of the modern streets and the ever-growing 

crowds, the nineteenth century flâneur imagined and depicted by Baudelaire and 

Benjamin seems doomed to die out. However, during the turn of the old century, 

within the twentieth-century urban crowd, the legacy of the observational flâneur is 

handed down. Many scholars think that the most significant urban figure, who follows 

the legacy of the nineteenth-century flâneur and takes the observational position 

within the modern city space, is the detective. Even Benjamin himself says that 

“performed in the figure of the flâneur is that of the detective,” and behind his 

disguised but plausible idleness hides “the riveted attention of an observer who will 

not let the unsuspecting malefactor out of his sight” (The Arcades Projects, 422). This 

shows the flâneur‟s skill of observation is inherited in the detection of the detective 

because the position of loiterer like the flâneur contributes to the detective‟s disguise 

within the crowd. Before we keep on examining the significance of detectives in 

modern cities, we can‟t ignore that under the various branches of crime fiction, the 

detectives are not all the same in different genres. Therefore, flâneur is almost not 

applicable to the Golden Age detective because their settings are traditionally located 

in the country houses and the locked room, always as a closed microcosm of the 

society. Therefore, in my discussion of the legacy of the flâneur, the Golden Age 

detective as a connoisseur of clue-puzzle won‟t be taken into account.  

C. The Hard-boiled Detective Bearing the Legacy of Flâneur 

The depiction of crime in Chandler‟s fiction is certainly a major feature. In order 

to reveal the crime within the labyrinth of modern cities, the detective in detective 

fiction often plays the role as an explicator of the urban space. However, Chandler‟s 

hero does more than this. In fact, though James and Schmid both point out greatly the 

specialties of the hard-boiled tradition, they don‟t mention that it is the hard-boiled 
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active hero‟s physical “chase and fight” that makes all the differences. This kind of 

physical, active detection would unfold the spatial problems in the text of the city. 

That is, the city space where the detective rambles around explicates what Chandler 

might intend to present: the chaos of the modern city, which is the “true” nature of the 

20
th

 century American city (Schmid 252). With such a concept, the real function of 

Chandler‟s sleuth is not to just solve the criminal case but to present us with the 

nature of city. I think this is the significance of the hard-boiled detective fiction.  

In the development of the detective fiction genre, the styles of the sleuths change 

a lot from investigation at home to self-involvement into the darkish part of the city. 

This means the real focus of the hard-boiled detective fiction has turned from the 

traditional crime-solving sleuth himself to the city he explores. This is why the 

detective as a city explicator is not enough to show the differences and significances 

of the hard-boiled detective fiction. It is the presentation of the city space brought out 

by the exact engagement of the hard-boiled heroes that establishes the fundamental 

differentiation of this new tradition.  

The flâneur is widely accepted as a model of the modern detective. The flâneur 

and the detective are both a guide who takes the reader around the city with him, 

showing the dark and forbidden areas to the readers. However, more studies try to 

discern their differences. One of their distinctions can manifest the difference between 

the detective in the hard-boiled genre and his precursors: the gap which the flâneur 

does not intend to interpret. 

    Through Dana Brand‟s incisive analysis of the flâneur-like figure in Poe‟s “The 

Man of the Crowd,” the flâneur, though proud of his proficient knowledge of the city 

and the people, is unable to get rid of his anxiety about a person who he cannot read. 

In his city, there is only the flâneur‟s language and in which every face and object can 

be easily read. This anxiety causes the narrator irresistibly to follow the unreadable 
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man fervently. The flâneur feels so anxious because the old man violates his mastery 

and thus he feels threatened. The entire crowd becomes a threat to the physical and 

epistemological well-being of the narrator. When the narrator (the flâneur) encounters 

a face that “does not permit itself to be read,” he associates it with something which is 

unintelligible in normal human behavior (Poe 506). Therefore, the “illegibility” of the 

old man results in that the narrator “demonizes the gap in the urban text” (Brand 224). 

The illegibility is the cause of the flâneur‟s urban anxiety. In the end of the story, the 

narrator‟s solution is to associate the “illegibility” with “deep crime” (224). Only 

through such a connection, he can ensure his interpretive mastery remains intact. 

However, if the illegibility proves to be a gap in the narrator‟s interpretive control, we 

do not see him interpret the gap at all. Instead, he just leaves the old man with the 

observation that “perhaps it is but one of the great mercies of God” that “the worst 

heart of the world” cannot be read (Poe 515). That is, the flâneur, who aspires to 

“reduce” the gap into “a comfortable transparency,” still stays unable to read the 

unidentified malevolence he has found (225). In this way, the distinction between the 

flâneur and the detective is made. The illegible things, or more straightforward, the 

crimes, are the gap in the flâneur‟s interpretive comprehension, which causes his 

anxiety. But he never intends to solve it. But for the detective, “in order to assemble 

his reading of the city,” he chooses as his text those elements of urban experiences 

which appear as gaps in the reading of the flâneur (233). In other words, the gap or 

the illegibility that the flâneur leaves ignorable is what the detective manages to find a 

solution to interpret. Therefore, the detective‟s view of the city is “an improvement 

over that of the flâneur:” not only can the detective control his sense of anxiety, but he 

deliberately “concentrates on the elements of city life” —such as crime and violence, 

which cause the flâneur the most anxiety—and “incorporates them into his view of 

the city” (Schmid 247).  
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    The zealous reading of the gap in modern urban space forms the detective‟s 

difference from his embryo model, but it‟s also in this aspect that the hard-boiled 

detective builds his own particularity. The new type of flâneur can really lead us to 

experience the gloomy side of the city, and only they, instead of the traditional flâneur, 

can present to us, through their investigation, the whole city as a disintegrated whole. 

As explained above, the illegible gap, or in other words the deep crime, is what both 

the classical detective and the hard-boiled follower strive to solve. Because of this 

intent to discover the crime, both kinds of detectives will need to engage themselves 

in the urban space where the crime lurks around.  

However, the distance that the detective keeps from the crime itself and the 

environment where he rambles around build up the difference between these two 

types of detectives. Zizek points out that the main function of the detective‟s “rational 

explanation” is to “spare us readers the encounter with the real of our desire” that the 

mysterious things stage (60). That is, the classical detective mainly focuses on the 

unveiling of the mysterious cases. Oppositely, the hard-boiled detective abandons the 

distance that might help him to analyze those mysterious cases but actively confronts 

with his chaotic, corrupt world, and thus “the more he intervenes in it, the more 

involved in its wicked ways he becomes” (60). He is an active hero who engages 

himself in the gap which others might not be able or willing to decipher. Therefore, in 

what way their engagement is placed marks the distinction between the classical and 

the hard-boiled detectives.  

The simplest but possibly misleading way to locate this difference is to say that 

“the classical detective of logic and deduction is engaged in reasoning” and “the 

hard-boiled detective is mainly engaged in chase and fight” (60). In fact, according to 

Zizek, the real break consists in that “the classical detective is not engaged at all:” he 

keeps his position always eccentric (60). To further reinforce this viewpoint, Zizek 
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precisely gives us one important instance: their respective attitude toward financial 

reward. After solving the case, the classical detective will accept the payment for his 

services, while the hard-boiled detective always disdains money. He solves his cases 

with a certain kind of personal commitment, which is quite like “somebody fulfilling 

an ethical mission” (60). Here is the difference marked. The classical detective 

demands a fee because he tries to neutralize himself, pulls out of any involvement in 

the game. Also, his mission is to solve the mystery, and thus he doesn‟t want to be 

engaged at all.  

On the contrary, the hard-boiled sleuth is involved from the beginning. What 

makes him involved through can be explicated by his disdain for the payment. He 

solves the cases and pursues the source of crime out of morality. Though he knows 

“nothing will change with the criminal‟s apprehension, because others will 

immediately take their place,” it is also because of this recognition that he, more 

ethically and emotionally, plunges himself into the crowd and experiences the crime 

that prevails the city (Schmid 254). Therefore, with such an ardent sympathy, the 

hard-boiled active hero is the detective who explores the city space most thoroughly 

ever, and thus the main depiction in this kind of story is placed on the city space. The 

focus of the story turns to the space, and this is the very difference that the 

hard-boiled detective stories mark themselves from the classical detective fiction.  

    Although the arch-detective, Sherlock Holmes, is also often recognized as a great 

boxer and a master of the urban geography, the core of his story is never diverted 

from his supreme interpretation of the crime. We are told his masterful knowledge of 

the crime and the city is through his sneaking investigation at night with various kinds 

of disguises. However, this part is never a focused depiction in Sherlock Holmes 

stories. His real engagement is still mainly in reasoning.  

The hard-boiled sleuths don‟t have the anxiety about the illegibility lurking in the 
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crowded city like the flâneur, but instead they embrace the crime and the embodiment 

of the crime. Unlike the classical detectives, who are so obsessed with their 

intellectual games for a solution to the ennui that the physical contact with the murky 

part of the city is never the focus of their stories, the hard-boiled heroes solve the 

crime ethically and emotionally. With such an emphasis on the depiction of their deep 

entanglement with the dismal side of the city, the nature of the city is unfolded 

through the exploration of the urban space.  

    Since the city in Chandler‟s stories has become another protagonist, I think it‟s 

interesting and necessary for us to understand this “character” and I believe this will 

be useful to our understanding of the representations of Los Angeles city in Marlowe 

stories. Therefore, in the following section, I will respectively explain the crucial 

historical development of Los Angeles and the images of California endowed along 

with its development. These two aspects happen to show us Los Angeles in reality and 

in imagination.  

 

III. Los Angeles in Reality: The Historical Development 

    Los Angeles didn‟t emerge as a modern city until the late 19
th

 century. Through 

its formation in history, we can really understand how real Los Angeles could be in 

Raymond Chandler‟s novels. It also helps us realize several recurrent features in 

Raymond Chandler‟s depictions, such as the space where crime and corruption are 

lurking.  

    According to David Fine‟s studies on the fiction located in Los Angeles, the 

historical developments of Los Angeles contribute a lot to the features of the regional 

literature. Raymond Chandler‟s stories are no exception.   

A. The Pre-railroad Los Angeles  

Los Angeles can be viewed as the last stop of America‟s westward exploration. 
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The western developments reached one of its peaks in gold rush, which was located in 

San Francisco and intrigued the rush migration, turning San Francisco into the 

representative of the West Coast city. However, Los Angeles emerged as the most 

brilliant modern metropolis in the west coast of the US due to a different cause, and 

thus Los Angeles is a different type of modern metropolitan city. Before delving into 

the nature and formation of Los Angeles, it‟s also necessary to understand that Los 

Angeles, developed later than San Francisco, seemed not prominent in its future at the 

beginning. Actually, it might not be proper to call it a city. The key factor in intriguing 

Los Angeles‟ urbanization and modernization is a concrete, decisive construction: 

“the convergence of two rail lines into South California—the Southern Pacific in 1876 

and the Santa Fe in 1886” (Fine 4). Before this construction, the pre-railroad Los 

Angeles in the 1850s and the 1860s was a small encampment of different ethnicities. 

The inhabitants included Mexicans who dwelled here due to geographic approximity, 

Indians who “lived in a kind of limbo after the abandonment of the Spanish missions,” 

Anglos who included “both ex-miners and opportunistic „Yankee Dons‟ who married 

into prominent rancho families, and also Chinese some of whom “drifted down from 

the mines” (Fine 5). Named as El Pueblo de Nuestra Señora la Reina de los Á ngeles 

de Porciúncula (The Village of Our Lady, the Queen of the Angels of Porciúncula) by 

Spanish governor Felipe de Neve in 1781, Los Angeles in the pre-railroad period, 

with a sparse population at that time, was an unruly frontier town, “a maze of 

bordellos, gambling dens, and saloons radiating out a few blocks from a central plaza” 

(Fine 5). It was still far away from the scale of an urban city. Rambling around the 

town‟s mud-spattered paths were ”gun-toting, knife-wielding toughs,” and the 

landscape was decorated with only certain “wooden huts and adobe haciendas, of dirt 

streets laced with zanjas, or irrigation ditches” (Fine 5). Pre-railroad Los Angeles was 

basically a pure pre-urbanized and pre-modernized town. But during this period, we 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Felipe_de_Neve
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still can find ethnic diversities had been a feature in this region. 

B. Land Boosterism: Promotion of Los Angeles  

    Different from the emergence of San Francisco, it was a land boom instead of 

gold rush migration that brought Los Angeles as a city onto the stage of American 

modernization. Between 1880 and 1932, Los Angeles grew fast to become the 

country‟s major western metropolis with the population of 1.2 million and a territory 

of 442 square miles, and the momentum of this fast growth was a “hegemony of 

business interests with primary emphases on boosterism and real estate speculation” 

(Dear 103). The convergence of two major railroads—the Southern Pacific and the 

Santa Fe—played the decisive role in drawing a less stalwart, less adventurous, but 

gentler breed of migrants, most of whom were white, middle-class Protestants. They 

were lured by the aggressive promotion of “land speculators, subdividers, city 

boosters, and railroad tycoons (who were given large land subsidies for bringing in 

the roads),” who found the land boom expectable along with the construction of the 

two railroads. A national advertising campaign thus began promoting relentlessly 

“warm weather, open land, healthful dry air, and agricultural opportunity.” It was 

believed to be one of the biggest land promotions in American history. Some 

important city boosters like “Los Angeles Times owner Harrison Gray Otis, his 

son-in-law Harry Chandler, and his unflagging city editor, Charles Fletcher Lummis” 

pushed the promotion hard with the railroad publicist, and hence across the country 

were the rail cars “filled with local exhibits—agricultural products, photos, graphs, 

and statistics” seen by the countrymen (Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 4). New towns 

sprouted everywhere across the vast basin in South California, and the fledgling Los 

Angeles came into existence as a huge commodity.  

    The emergence of Los Angeles owed much to the land boosterism, and the 

Yankees, the Americans from the Northeast and the East, were both important 
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hawkers and major beneficiaries. The white middle-class migrants kept adding their 

population over the originally ethnically mixed frontier town. Hundreds of thousands 

of tourists and migrants poured in the basin by train owing to the competition of 

lowering fares for transit from the Midwest among rail lines (“dropping at one point 

to $1 a head”) and the relentless national campaign advertising the magical curative 

climate (Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 6). Many of them thus chose to stay, not just 

settling near the founding zone of the old downtown plaza, but drawn by “a new 

interurban trolley network” into “aggressively marketed new towns” which spread 

over the basin. The conglomeration of these distantly spaced settlements formed the 

Greater Los Angeles, “a coastal plain bordered by mountains, beyond which lay the 

desert” (Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 6). These town settlements formed by the 

Yankee population were actually business loots captured by “rail magnates, city 

boosters, and land speculators (often the same people)” from the “old Spanish and 

Mexican land grants” (Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 6). These victims were the “old 

Californios,” the “first families” who had the land grants, but they were unable to 

defend their claims in Anglo courts, and thus gradually lost their lands, “piece by 

piece, to Yankee speculators” (Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 6-7). Because the region 

of South California had long been influenced by the Spanish and the Mexicans, David 

Fine also clearly regarded this period of the emergence of Los Angeles as the process 

of “Americanizing” the city, and it began earnestly in the 1880s and went on for 

several decades (6). Through the land boom and the Americanizing process, we can 

expect that the complex enticities have been doomed to be a deeply-rooted issue since 

the day Los Angeles came into being.  

The Americanizing process not only brought about the explosively-increased 

population but also the booming of big industries. In the 1910s, the movie industry 

chose a suburban town as their home, which turned out to be the (in)famous 
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Hollywood. It became the major industry of the city by the 1920s. Hollywood since 

then has become a focus not only in the business but also in many writers‟ works. 

Rich oil deposits, meanwhile, were discovered in “Signal Hill, Huntington Beach, and 

Santa Fe Springs” (Fine 9). These oil wells, a locale which Raymond Chandler found 

pretty significant, turned out to be not only the source of certain people‟s fortune but 

also the source of unexpected dreams as well as uncanny nightmares.  

C.  The Westward Movement into the Present Configuration 

    Los Angeles in the 1920s was turning into its present shape, like rehearsing the 

American western expansion, literally in a westward movement. The result was 

“massive westward spread, Westside affluence, and increasing racial and class 

segregation along east-west lines” (Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 12). Along with the 

domination of the Anglo-Protestant downtown plutocracy, the two major east-west 

thoroughfares, Sunset and Wilshire boulevards, were followed by the whites‟ 

westward journey, especially the rich white.  

    However, we might still be unable to neglect the existence of downtown. With 

the “beaux arts and art deco municipal buildings” and “department stores on 

Broadway and spring streets,” it functioned as a crowded urban center. Nowadays, its 

covering includes the following areas. To the east of the “postmodern skyscrapers of 

the Figueroa/Flower highrise corridor lies the vital Broadway, once the city‟s theater 

district, and since 1940s a crowded Mexican-American shopping zone. To the north a 

few blocks lies Chinatown, and to the east Little Tokyo and the East Los Angeles 

barrio” (Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 10).And it is regarded by Fine insightfully as a 

“microcosm of the city‟s multiethnic mix, a reflection of its extremes of wealth and 

poverty, its class and race conflict” (10). As the center and symbol of urban brightness 

and blight, downtown soon met its rivals. Even before the World War I, the city began 

moving west, offering “the first challenge to downtown hegemony” (10). The 
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westward movement accelerated in the twenties. Wilshire Boulevard‟s “Miracle Mile” 

of zigzag art deco commercial sites began the process of competing with downtown 

for the department store center, and Hollywood in the 1920s as mentioned above 

became the representative of the city‟s major industry (10). Along with the urban 

glittering spreading west was the urban blight. Crime and corruption naturally 

followed money, and these two new downtown rivals also became Philip Marlowe‟s 

site of chases and fights. 

    The march west was basically led by the whites. Even Wilshire boulevards were 

exactly named and developed for Gaylord Wilshire, a millionaire, “a utopian socialist, 

a land developer, and a friend of Upton Sinclair” (Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 12). 

Therefore, it‟s not difficult to imagine that along Wilshire west from downtown was 

the area for the rich, the Wilshire district. It was a neo-lighted area, filled with “a 

canyon of hotels (including the Ambassador with its cottages inhabited by the movie 

crowd), apartment and office buildings (prominently featured in Raymond Chandler‟s 

fiction), and department stores (including the impressive art deco Bullocks Wilshire)” 

(Fine, Imagining Los Angeles 12). This was one of the major areas that Philip 

Marlowe drove around. If one followed Philip Marlowe‟s journey west along Sunset 

Boulevard, parallel to Wilshire Boulevard, all the way to the north, he or she would 

reach Hollywood, West Hollywood, the Sunset Strip (“then an unincorporated part of 

the city laced with nightclubs”), and Santa Monica
2
 (12). With Philip Marlowe, one 

could see the new upscale hillside developments of Beverly Hills, Bel-Air, and 

Brentwood along the way, and he or she might find them so familiar because they had 

been shown a million times in Hollywood films.  

D.  Decentralizations of the City 

    Los Angeles city came into being, not actually from a definite center, but from 

                                                 
2
 The real-world location of Bay City, which is the major setting for a lot of crime fiction.  
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the aggregation of numerous emerging new towns at the boostering age. Los Angeles 

was like “a product of the checkerboard pattern of town building,” “established by 

real estate subdividers even before the turn of the century” (Fine 8). This revealed that 

Los Angeles city at the beginning was already developed as a centerless city, instead 

of the conventional urban expansion outstretching from a core center.  

Its decentralized nature also owed much to the distinctive geographical feature of 

its vast basin, the constructions of certain civil facilities, and the invention of cars. 

Unlike San Francisco, hemmed into on the tip of a peninsula, Los Angeles had room 

to spread out because it was located “in a vast land basin stretching from the San 

Gabriel Mountains to the Pacific Ocean” (Fine 4). Also, in 1913, an aqueduct was 

completed for bringing water two hundred forty miles across the mountain form 

Owens Valley, and the new water supply drew dozens of towns throughout the basin 

to be incorporated into Los Angeles (Pitt 372). A new deep-water harbor in San Pedro 

and a “vast interurban rail network with a thousand miles of track” contributed as 

much to more sprawl (Fine 8). With all these conveniences, the widely separated 

towns were developed more or less simultaneously. Therefore, when the automobile 

came, the city was “clearly positioned for its arrival” (9).  

The modern automobile, traced to 1919 by historians for its mature development, 

has been a feature of the regional culture. According to Leonard Pitt‟s encyclopedia, 

much of the real estate development and urban sprawl of the 1920s occurred expressly 

because of the suburbanite who commuted to work by private automobile (30).
3
 For 

the arrival of the automobile, interstate highways were also being built, and the new 

interstates provided an alternative way into the “promised land” other than the 

Southern Pacific and Santa Fe railroads that made mass migration to South California 

possible in the early years (Fine 9). The Angelenos thus could migrate west all the 

                                                 
3
 In 1925, there was an estimated one car per 1.6 residents. 
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way to the ocean, south to the San Pedro harbor, and north to the San Fernando Valley. 

Since then, in every direction, the old city limits were largely extended. Therefore, we 

can see the major effect of the automobile is to provide an unstoppable impetus to the 

city‟s decentralization (Brodsly 85). It is not exaggerating to conclude that the 

automobile “diminished the central city‟s hegemony” (9) Less than half a century ago, 

the village of the queen of the angels was just a small enclave surrounding the central 

plaza, and by the time Philip Marlowe took the sleuth as his job, it had swollen at 

incredible speed to a vast city of four hundred and forty square miles.  

E. A Natural Haven for Crime 

    The vast-basined geographic features and the outward extending urban sprawl of 

Los Angeles seem doomed for its enclavement for criminal, illegal activities. The Pitt 

Brothers documented that the worst crime wave occurred in the 1850s when the tiny 

cow town was notorious for “frequent bandit depredations, vigilante reprisals, and 

incessant homicidal brawls” (106). Entering the 20
th

 century, though evolving into a 

modern city, Los Angeles was still a crime-ridden haven and even reached record 

proportions of “illegal activity such as gambling, prostitution, drug sales, and 

bootlegging” in the 1920s and 1930s (Pitt 106). By the thirties, Los Angeles as the 

“new-up-for-grabs” city was riddled with organized crime, “sensational murders,” and 

bizarre quick-buck schemes (Fine 84). The sites for all these to occur were the spaces 

where our tough, cynical detective, Philip Marlowe, would undergo his crusade and 

unveil the crimes hidden behind. Another factor to inflame the situation was the 

continuing influx of desperate migrants. These people, lured by the promotion for 

having a life, helped Los Angeles become mature for “exploitation by oil, water, real 

estate, bootlegging, gambling, protection rackets, and crooked pension schemes” (84).  

The vast terrain of this area also provided geographic opportunities. The long 

coastline was perfect for liquor smuggling. Offshore gambling ships, an emblematic 
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image for corruption and crime, could find their shelter along the coastline easily. The 

approximate border of Mexico also made illegal alcohol and drugs trafficking more 

possible and convenient. As Fine rightly commented, “the corruption was there from 

the beginning of the city‟s growth” (84). And this is also why the spaces lurked by the 

rich and the crime become the focus in Raymond Chandler‟s detective stories. 

Another type of criminal is the charlatan, including the medical quack and the 

money-oriented spiritualists. This is also related to the great climate discussed above. 

These people can be counted as a part of the spectacle of the Los Angeles landscape. 

As what sustained the dream above everything else in Southern California was the 

supposed curative power of the climate, the landscape absorbed more than its fair 

share of the sick and feeble. And in their wake came a “motley assortment of healers, 

spiritualists, psychics, and utopian schemers” (Imagining Los Angeles 13). Therefore, 

the inclusion of a bizarre cult, spiritualist, prophet, or medical quack makes up their 

portion of the city‟s criminal villains. Spiritualists and “psychic consultants” 

(Farewell, My Lovely 767) have been “permanent and conspicuous residents in the 

fiction about Los Angeles” (Imagining Los Angeles 14). In the literary construction of 

the city, the charlatans and cults signal the fusion, or confusion, of reality and illusion, 

fact and fantasy, one of the recurring themes of Los Angeles fiction.  

 

IV. Los Angeles in Imagination: The California Myth 

A. The Frontier Stories and the California Dream 

    The frontier stories, as introduced in the first chapter, are the forerunners of 

hard-boiled fiction, and they are also the source of the California theme that I am 

about to discuss. By the beginning of the twentieth century, the American West, 

specifically California and Los Angeles, offered the “promise of a new life that was 

the legacy of a pattern of settlement in America” (Scaggs 65). This promise also 
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witnesses the history of the westward movement of trail blazers and new arrivals to 

the continent. For country girls from Mid-west America, such as Leila Quest and 

Dolores Gonzales in The Little Sister, the attraction is the fame and fortune offered by 

Hollywood. For people bearing a forgettable past, it is the “promise of anonymity”, 

like Terry Lennox in The Long Goodbye, who finds this place provides a chance for a 

drastic change of life. In his case, he metamorphoses his British bloodline into the 

Mexican Cisco Maioranos by plastic surgery. While for Helen Grayle in Farewell, My 

Lovely and Crystal Kingsley in The Lady in the Lake, it is the possibility of a new life 

by creating a new identity. All these in Chandler‟s novels correspond to what the 

urban boosters promote: get a new life in Los Angeles. This is the California theme 

initiated by “the notion of California as a Promised Land,” offering the opportunity to 

escape the past and create a new life and identity (Speir 153). This California dream, 

however, is repeatedly challenged by the American writers because the new identity is 

often the “mistaken, disguised, or altered identity,” and Chandler‟s characters reflect 

so because they “discard their old selves and invent new ones” (Babener 128). But 

they will find their attempts to erase the past often only lead to unwittingly the 

metaphorical “unearthing of a skeleton in the closet” (Scaggs 67). In this respect, the 

American Dream in Los Angeles is turned into a variation: “The California Myth” 

(Scaggs 68). Skenazy thinks the myth is Californian because it‟s a place where people 

are encouraged to create a personal identity free from social circumstances by “the 

new, migratory nature of the society, the open class structure, and the expanding 

opportunities for advancement that are found in and near Los Angeles” (Skenazy 116). 

This myth, however, will bring about contradictions against the local imaging of Los 

Angeles as the Promised Land.  

B. End of the Dream 

If California, as the end place of the West, is the final destination of five hundred 
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years of European westward movement, Los Angeles city and its Southern California 

suburban towns are the ultimate end of the final stop. The westward movement has 

been pushed by a promise, by a dream that will give people a better life. Not as 

unwillingly as half of the Irish population left their impoverished mother land across 

Atlantic Ocean in the 19
th

 century, the Europeans still marched on their migration 

across the vast continent for a new life until they arrived at Los Angeles. They might 

be as amazed as their ancestors who saw the Liberty Statue and knew the new life was 

reached, but these new Angelenos would later find out what awaited them was not the 

promised land but a tinsel land that featured nothing solid but veneer and a vast ocean 

that indicated emptiness. The crime narrative has been conveying this feel of the end 

of the dream, denoting “a sense of being at the last stop on the continental frontier, the 

place where the road to the future ends”, and Chandler is the champion (Imagining 

Los Angeles 87). 

    Los Angeles, a city almost literally carved out of a desert and dominated by 

technology—first the railroad and then the automobile—has reached its devastating 

finale. Los Angeles is the end product of a fraudulent dream, the place where the 

westward push culminates after two centuries in violence, exhaustion, and death. Los 

Angeles has long histories of corruption and violence because of its inextricable 

connection with the exploitation of land, oil, and water. No wonder Chandler‟s fiction 

is an exploration of the dark side of the dream, the side that “encouraged the rape of 

the landscape and then allowed the plunderers to retreat into palatial homes, the 

crimes buried in the past” (Fine 18). The tough private eye becomes a vehicle for 

discovering the long-forgotten skeleton buried in history, exposing the sources of 

corruption, in this symbolic center of a “world gone wrong,” where the streets “were 

dark with more than night” ( Chandler, “Introduction to The Simple Art of Murder” 

1016). 
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C. Los Angeles as an Anti-myth 

The boosting spirit of the New World makes Los Angeles a dreamland. But 

Chandler actually transforms it in his Marlowe stories into its antithesis: the dream 

running out along the California shore. This intention transforms the California myth 

into “the Los Angeles Anti-Myth” (Fine 22). This is why Los Angeles, as the place of 

the fresh start and as the scene of the disastrous finish, recurs in almost all of 

Chandler‟s stories. Mike Davis also suggests how the cynical brand of hard-boiled 

Los Angeles fiction of the 1930s and 1940s functioned as an “antimyth” to the old 

optimistic booster myth of the city, offering “a transformational grammar turning each 

charming ingredient of the boosters‟ arcadia into a sinister equivalent” (38). All these 

suggest the California myth will become an anti-myth, countering the dominant 

imaging of Los Angeles as a dream space. Chandler is a special writer in representing 

this anti-myth because he utilizes the settings to express a despair and falsity behind 

the California myth.  

    Since traditionally to read Los Angeles is by means of discussions of the reality 

and the imagination, I find Edward Soja‟s exploration of the real and the imagined 

spaces particularly fitting for our understanding of the meaning of the urban spaces 

that Marlowe roams around as a flâneur.  

 

V. The Trialectics of Spatiality: Thirdspace as a Reading of Chandler’s City  

    The meaning of space, ontological or epistemological, had been rarely paid 

critical attention to in the long tradition of human knowledge. Our tradition had been 

obsessed with time and history, and space was often described as an “empty space,” 

strictly in geometrical terms (Dear 48). Not until Henri Lefebvre‟s social and political 

project that aims at “a reorientation of human inquiry [. . .] toward a reconstituted 

focus on space” have the philosophers and the social scholars started building up a 
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knowledge of space and contemplating human‟s ontological being in a more complete 

relation among “historicality,” “sociality,” and “spatiality” (Dear 47; Soja 71).
4
 This 

is why most projects in theorizing human geography, architecture, and urban planning 

remained influenced by Lefebvre‟s problematic within the past couple of decades.  

A. Lefebvre’s Spatial Triad  

    Lefebvre contends that works in the science of space “has produced either mere 

descriptions which never achieve analytical, much less than theoretical, status, or else 

fragments and cross-sectioning of space” and none of this kind of work can “ever give 

rise to a knowledge of space” even though they “may well supply inventories of what 

exists in space, or even generate a discourse on space” (Lefebvre 154). He thus started 

developing his project to form the knowledge of space. It is a political and social 

project for him to realize the meaning of space, and at the core of it are the concept 

that “(social) space is a (social) product” (26) and the spatial triad of “the perceived, 

the conceived, and the lived” (39). His central concepts, according to Edward Soja, 

are rooted in his own “deeply peripheral consciousness” and this consciousness 

results in the dialectic center-periphery relation that would thread through Lefebvre‟s 

life and writings. This center-periphery consciousness importantly echoes another 

dialectic relation between the “conceived” and the “lived,” or as the “representations 

of space” and the “space of representation” (Soja 30). It seems to foretell that the 

conceived space is produced in the center-positioning and the lived space exists in the 

periphery. These dialectical relations are important in my application of Lefebvre‟s 

and Soja‟s space theories because of the following two reasons. First, it paves the road 

for Lefebvre and Soja to compose a deconstructive thinking of space because 

Lefebvre tries to avoid rigid categorization and concerns about the “deadening of 

dialectical reasoning in conceptual dualism,” thereby repeating in his writing that “Il y 

                                                 
4
 In the past, scholars used to discuss the ontological relationship between historicality and sociality.  
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a toujours l’Autre”
 5

 (Soja 30-31). Therefore, he is aware of the existence of a third 

possibility in the knowledge of space, and he thinks this third possibility, ultimately 

incarnated in his idea of “space of representation,” will exist in the oppositional 

peripheral positioning to the conceived space that occupies the central knowledge of 

space in society. This deconstructive concept of thirding brings about Soja‟s 

„trialectics of spatiality” and his crucial concept that I will adopt massively as my 

approach of reading Chandler‟s novels, “Thirdspace” (Soja 51-82). Second, the center 

and the periphery relation in the conceived and lived space is fundamental to the 

dominant-dominated relation that plays a central role in both Lefebvre‟s and Soja‟s 

spatial triad. The relation of domination in space is important to the reading of 

Raymond Chandler‟s spatial representations because I discover that his spatial 

representations are focused on the peripheral dominated space.  

    In “Plan of the Present Work,” the introductory but ground-laying chapter of 

Lefebvre‟s influential The Production of Space, the “three moments of social space” 

are twice described: spatial practice, representations of space, and representational 

space
6
 (33; 38-39). These “moments” lay the ground for Soja‟s trialectics of spatiality, 

in which he refers to these three “moments” respectively as another spatial triad: the 

Firstspace, the Secondspace, and the Thirdspace. The Firstspace or Lefebvre‟s spatial 

practice (perceived space) refers to the real space and the Secondspace or Lefebvre‟s 

representation of space (conceived space) corresponds to the imagined space. Soja‟s 

new terminology of this critical strategy is to highlight the deconstructive tendency 

and the attack on reductionism and lure of binarism in Lefebvre‟s discussion of social 

space because thirding “introduces a critical „other-than‟ choice that speaks and 

critiques through its otherness” (Soja 61). Therefore, we may have to understand the 

                                                 
5
 This is a French statement meaning that “there is always the Other.” 

6
 In Soja‟s Thirdspace, he thinks a better term than that used in the English translation of Lefebvre‟s 

book is “space of representation.” I agree on this because it can emphasize Lefebvre‟s lived space is a 

space more than a concept, and hence I will use the “space of representation” in my thesis.  
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reductionist binarism that bulwarks our way to Thirdspace.  

B. Reductionist Binarism of Space Knowledge 

    The key ambition for Soja (and Lefebvre) to crack open an all-inclusive, 

accumulative Third way for the spatial knowledge is to make explicit the shackles of 

reductionism. The reductionism of the past spatial knowledge follows the long 

tradition of binary thinking in human‟s epistemology. The understanding of space 

used to be reduced either to the materialist perspective or to that of the philosophical 

idealism. Lefebvre, therefore, invented a powerful critique of what he called the 

“double illusion” to attack the domination of reductionism in spatial knowledge. The 

binary opposition of the double illusion, the “illusion of transparency” and the 

“realistic illusion” (or the “illusion of opacity”), based on Lefebvre‟s ideas and 

emphasized by Edward Soja, conceals the fact that every space is way beyond just 

either a mental space or a physical space (Lefebvre 27-30; Soja 62-64). Therefore, this 

pairing of illusion will impede our understanding of the social space, which includes 

both the material space and the mental space and always contains more possible 

spaces other than the binarism. 

    The illusion of transparency is aimed to critique the tendency that space in our 

social life comes to be seen completely as mental space, “an „encrypted reality‟ that is 

decipherable in thoughts and utterances, speech and writing, in literature and language, 

in discourses and texts, in logical and epistemological ideation,” and therefore reality 

is “confined to „thought things‟ (res cogito) and comprehended entirely through its 

representations” (Lefebvre 27-28; Soja 63). The result of this reductionist reading of 

space will cause space and spatial knowledge to be “condensed in communicable 

representations and re-presentations of the real world to the point that the 

representations substitute for the real world itself,” and thus “the „incommunicable‟ 

having no existence beyond that of an ever-pursued residual” (Soja 63; Lefebvre 
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28-29). It‟s a kind of subjectivism that will reduce spatial knowledge to “a discourse 

on discourse that is rich in potential insights but at the same time filled with illusive 

presumptions that what is imagined/ represented defines the reality of social space” 

(Soja 63-64). This illusion, in short, will emphasize the imaginative interpretation way 

above the realistic construct, the space existing before our existence, let alone eliciting 

any possibility of openness.  

    The other illusion, contrasting but similarly reductionist, is the realistic illusion, 

the illusion of “natural simplicity,” a “disinclination to see much beyond the surface 

of things” (Lefebvre 29; Soja 64). The “real” in this realist illusion is reduced only to 

material or natural objects and their directly sensed relations and thus the problem of 

this illusion is the „imagined‟ is unseen, immeasurable, and therefore unknowable. I 

think Soja‟s explanation of this problematic through Marxism is pretty clear. Their 

historical materialism makes them particularly prone to this illusion of opacity, and 

this resonates with “what Marx described as reification, the reduction of the real 

solely to material objects, to things in themselves” (Soja 64). Lefebvre provides us 

with a concise way to understand their problematic: “the illusion of transparency has a 

kinship with philosophical idealism; the realistic illusion is closer to (naturalistic and 

mechanistic) materialism” (Lefebvre 30). Whichever way for observing the world 

means to ignore the importance of the other existence, and thus it will cause an 

incomplete understanding of the world.  

    This powerful attack on reductionism in spatial thinking, Soja points out, is a 

vital part of the process to discover Thirdspace because the understanding of 

Thirdspace will break down the “rigid object-subject binarism” that has “defined and 

confined the spatial imagination for centuries” (62). This is why Soja emphasizes that 

“anything which fragments Thirdspace into separate specialized knowledges or 

exclusive domains [. . .] destroys its meaning and openness” (Soja 57). Of course, we 
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can‟t ignore that the different qualities in the objective-physical and the 

subject-mental spaces still remain useful for us to understand the knowledge of spaces, 

though they shouldn‟t be separable, Jonathan Raban is such a predecessor, whose 

reading of the city seems to fall short to the dichotomy of the double illusion but 

presages the advent of Thirdspace.  

    Published in 1974, the same year Lefebvre‟s The Production of Space was 

published, Raban‟s Soft City, a reading of London‟s cityscapes, envisions the possible 

double illusion by categorizing the city as the hard city and the soft one. The hard city 

is “the material fabric of the built environment,” such as the boulevards and freeways 

that frame city dwellers‟ life in Chandler‟s city, and the soft city, by contrast, is “an 

individualized interpretation of the city, a perceptual orientation created in the mind of 

every urbanite,” as what we might see in Marlowe‟s perception of Los Angeles (Dear 

and Flusty 65). In his contemplation of contemporary “city” in his daily life, Raban 

narrates his experience of standing on the city street after lunch, mentioning that he 

suddenly realizes that he doesn‟t “know the direction of the traffic” and that he has 

hunt for “the language spoken here” because in the crowd he can simultaneously hear 

Italian and an “adenoidal Nebraskan” accent (Raban 3). He doesn‟t feel as pessimistic 

as a sociologist, who might well show no hesitation to label these experiences as the 

evil of urban life: alienation. His feeling is more hospitable because he thinks at 

moments like this, “the city goes soft; it awaits the imprint of an identity” (Raban 3). 

The city seems to invite people like him, whether a long-time dweller or a passing-by 

tourist, to “remake it, to consolidate it into a shape” people can live in. Raban further 

points out that the image of a city is fluid, 

You, too. Decide who you are, and the city will again assume a fixed form 

round you. Decide what it is, and your own identity will be revealed, like a 

position on a map fixed by triangulation” (3)  
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The city is something that changes with who you are. You may not own it, but it is 

living with your identity. In short, as he further emphasizes, the city by nature is 

“plastic,” quite unlike villages and small towns, so its shape or form is capable of our 

moulding according to our images. However, equally important, they also shape us 

“by the resistance they offer when we try to impose our own personal form on them.” 

The relationship between human and material becomes a creative, interactive play. 

Because the city is “plastic,” Raban discovers the difference between the hard city and 

the soft city. The former is the city “one can locate on maps in statistics, in 

monographs on urban sociology and demography and architecture” (3). The latter is 

revealed in our imagination. He uses this concept of the soft city to emphasize that the 

soft city is as real, maybe more real than the hard city because it can be the city of our 

“illusion, myth, aspiration”, and even “nightmare” (Raban 3). Raban‟s dualistic view 

of the city thus seems to emphasize the cognitive field, a possible illusion of 

transparency. However, we can‟t deny that his prescient vision does propose the two 

views, real and imagined, to read the city, and more importantly, his proposal that the 

city is fluid and living designates that the city is not just a concrete space but actually 

a space that interacts with the residents. This corresponds to Lefebvre‟s lived space, a 

real-and-imagined space that people live. Therefore, Raban‟s soft city proposal might 

be schematic but it paves the way for a demand of a space knowledge beyond the 

binarism. Soja‟s Thirdspace based on Lefebvre‟s three spatial concepts is such a 

spatial critique that aims to accumulate and compositely contain all the spaces, so as 

to offer an “other-than” choice.  

In the following discussion of the beyond-the-binary thirding in spatial 

knowledge, I will majorly follow Soja‟s trialectics of spatiality because it‟s more 

practical for us to apply to our reading and it explicitly focuses on the tri-spatial 

relation, which in Lefebvre‟s The Production of Space isn‟t the only issue that 
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Lefebvre tackles. But Lefebvre‟s resounding explanations are still indispensable in 

our discussion.  

C. Soja’s All-inclusive and Accumulative Thirdspace  

Up to now, we know both Soja and Lefebvre intends to break down the binary 

reductionism, and through the critical attack on the double illusion, the way to a 

trialectics of spatiality is opened. Therefore, combined with Lefebvre‟s concept of 

lived space, Soja proposes the concept of Thirdspace as a critical strategy of 

“thirding-as-Othering” to form a trialectics of spatiality in opposition to the traditional 

dialectics. We may have to understand the nature of this strategy if we want to 

understand how it leads us to Thirdspace instead of a binary knowledge of space. This 

thirding-as-othering strategy “is embedded deeply in The Production of Space but 

never systematically extrapolated for reader” and he suggests it provides “the keynote 

to Lefebvre‟s politicized fugue on the meanings and knowledges of Thirdspace” (Soja 

60). On Soja‟s way to Thirdspace, this thirding-as-othering is essential and it‟s 

important to know this thirding is a “third possibility” that “partakes of the original 

pairing but is not just a simple combination or an „in between‟ position” (Soja 60). 

But he also reminds us that “each trialectic [and each thirding] is thus an „affirmation‟ 

that builds cumulatively on earlier approximations, producing a certain practical 

continuity of knowledge production that is an antidote to the hyperrelativism and 

„anything goes‟ philosophy often associated with such radical epistemological 

openness” (Soja 61, emphasis added). Soja wipes off the possible attacks on his 

emphasis on openness of Thirdspace by stressing the idea that Thirdspace is 

approachable only through accumulative knowledge of both the real-perceived space 

and the imagined-conceived space. Soja also takes Lefebvre‟s idea to illustrate the 

accumulative nature of his thirding strategy: spatial knowledge, as a means “to thread 

through the complexities of the modern world,” is achievable only through 
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approximations, a constant search to move beyond (meta-) what is known” (Soja 57). 

Most important of all, Soja reminds us that “the „third‟ term—and Thirdspace as a 

concept—is not sanctified in and of itself” and that his critique is “not meant to stop at 

three, to construct a holy trinity, but to build further, to move on, to continuously 

expand the production of knowledge beyond what is presently known” (Soja 61). This 

assertion of Thirdspace as a space that won‟t stop at three but can be expanded means 

it‟s a space of openness and possibility, and this is important to my reading of 

Chandler‟s Los Angeles because I find his stories are a text that expounds such a 

tendency of Thirdspace. Besides, in order to explain the openness and expandability, 

Soja also draws on Borges‟ brilliant evocation of Aleph, the place “where all places 

are” to envision Thirdspace (54). As Aleph, Thirdspace is also a space where all the 

spaces are included. That is, Thirdspace will include the real space and the imagined 

space and this is the staring point for us to understand why Thirdspace is the 

real-and-imagined space. This imparts the multiplicity of possible meanings into 

Thirdspace, so that Soja claims Thirdspace “is both a space that is distinguishable 

from other spaces and a transcending composite of all spaces” (62). Through this 

statement, we can see the formation of a trialectical way to approach to Thirdspace, a 

space that is accumulative and all-inclusive as well as “radically open.”
7
  

Also, as discussed earlier, Lefebvre tends to think of the relation between the 

conceived space and the lived space as a center-periphery relation, and this is 

significant for us to understand Chandler‟s urban spatial representations, but it‟s 

necessary for me to first elucidate the meanings and interrelations between Lefebvre‟s 

perceived-conceived-lived triad and Soja‟s epistemological trialectics of spatiality. 

Initiated by Lefebvre, in Thirdspace Soja voyages through his Thirdspace ocean with 

                                                 
7
 This is an important term Soja borrowed from bell hooks, whose concept of space will also benefit in 

our reading of Thirdspace in Chandler‟s city.  
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his trialectical thinking which is composed of an “ontological trialectics” that 

understands our being in the world as a relationship of spatiality, historicality, and 

sociality (71-74). He keeps on moving to a more specific “epistemology of space,” 

which can be related to practical knowledge of our existential spatiality, and 

apprehended as “another trialectics convergence involving lived, perceived, and 

conceived spatialities” (Dear 83-84). Therefore, we will see a close combination and 

application in his trialectics and Lefebvre‟s triad of representation. In the following 

section, I will respectively explain each field of this spatial triad.  

D. Soja’s Trialectics of Spatiality  

Soja‟s Firstspace is based on and thus in accordance with Lefebvre‟s “spatial 

practice,” described as the perceived space, similar to spatiality in Raban‟s hard city. 

It is the real space in literary representations. Lefebvre thinks spatial practice 

“embodies a close association, within perceived space, between daily reality (daily 

routine) and urban reality (the routes and networks which link up the places set aside 

for work, „private‟ life and leisure)” (38). Soja further explains that spatial practice, 

“as the process of producing the material form of social spatiality, is thus presented as 

both medium and outcome of human activity, behavior, and experience” (66). “From 

an analytical standpoint, the spatial practice of a society is revealed through the 

deciphering of its space” (Lefebvre 38), and more importantly, this “materialized, 

socially produced, empirical space” is “directly sensible and open, within limits, to 

accurate measurement and description” (Soja 66), and thereby Soja asserts it as the 

material grounding for what he re-describes as Firstspace. Therefore, the spatial 

representations reflecting this Firstspace epistemology is focused on the “perceived 

space,” a material and materialized “physical” spatiality that is “directly 

comprehended in empirically measurable configurations,” such as those “in the 

absolute and relative locations of things and activities, sites and situations; in patterns 
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of distribution, designs, and the differentiation of a multitude of materialized 

phenomena across spaces and places; in the concrete and mappable geographies of 

our lifeworld” (Soja 74-75), and we will see a lot of instances of the realistic spatial 

representations of Firstspace in Raymond Chandler‟s presentation of Los Angeles city, 

a detailed description of a specific city that corresponds to the historical development 

of Los Angeles as I expounded earlier. 

Soja‟s Secondspace is similar to Raban‟s concept of soft city, but probably more 

limited. It‟s a space that elucidates mental images of space that people all carry with 

in daily lives. It is the re-presentation of Lefebvre‟s “representations of space” (38), 

because it‟s the “interpretive locale” of creative people like poets or artists, “visually 

or literally re-presenting the world in the image of their subjective imaginaries” (Soja 

79). However, more importantly, it‟s also the dominating space because it defines a 

“conceptualized space, the space of scientist, planners, urbanists, technocratic 

subdividers and social engineers, as of a certain type of artist with a scientific 

bent—all of whom identify what is lived and what is perceived with what is 

conceived,” and thus it‟s the space that determines a dominant social power (Lefebvre 

38). Lefebvre significantly points out this by stating that the representation of space is 

the “dominant space in any society,” tending “toward a system of verbal (and 

therefore intellectually worked out) signs” (39). Soja explains this by emphasizing 

that this mental Secondspace is thus “a storehouse of epistemological power,” the 

representation “of power and ideology, of control and surveillance” because they are 

found in the “dominating spaces of regulatory and „ruly‟ discourse” (Soja 67). 

Because of Lefebvre‟s concerns about center-periphery relation in spatiality as 

mentioned in the beginning of our discussion, he is thus particularly concerned with 

the hegemonic power often ascribed to (and by) this idealized and elevated spatial 

epistemology of Secondspace. This is why, “more than anything else,” it makes the 
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representations of (Second)space what Lefebvre calls the dominant space, “surveying 

and controlling both spatial practices and the lived spaces of representation” (Soja 80). 

In my earlier discussion of Los Angeles in history and imagination, I elucidate the 

origin of the California myth that forms the image of Los Angeles as a dream city. 

This mental collective urban image promoted by land boosters and recognized by the 

westward immigrants is such a revelation of Soja‟s Secondspace and Lefebvre‟s 

representation of space. The dream can go sour, as what we talked about the future of 

the people who go for a change, and I can‟t help but wonder whether Chandler‟s 

representation of the cityscape reveals any counter-force against such a dominant 

mental space. To answer this, it‟s rewarding for us to understand Thirdspace further 

before we head on.  

    Thirdspace, the space of representation in Lefebvre‟s term, is the result of Soja‟s 

thirding thinking of spatiality, an open end instead of a closing finish. He emphasizes 

such thirding is designed “not just to critique Firstspace and Secondspace modes of 

thought, but also to reinvigorate their approaches to spatial knowledge with new 

possibilities heretofore unthought of inside the traditional spatial disciplines,” a 

combinational space of the real and the imagined. Therefore, he uses the 

real-and-imagined space to represent such a thirding-as-othering nature. For Lefebvre, 

it‟s the lived space, the “space as directly lived” by and of “inhabitants” and “users,” 

but also of artists, writers, and philosophers, who seek to “actively transform the 

worlds we live in (Lefebvre 39; Soja 67). This elicits the nature of Thirdspace: 

dominated and thus open to resistant possibility. Lefebvre reflects clearly his 

center-periphery consciousness by emphasizing “this is the dominated space which 

the imagination seeks to change and appropriate” (39). This space of representation 

“overlays physical space, making symbolic use of its objects,” thereby embodying 

“complex symbolisms, connected to the “clandestine or underground side of social 
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life” (Lefebvre 33, 39). This is why Soja explains that Lefebvre‟s spaces of 

representation “teem with symbols”, and hence draw “the tendency of some to see 

him primarily as a semiologist and to describe lived space as symbolic space” (68). 

Soja further points out the applicability of spaces of representation:”they are [. . .] 

vitally filled with politics and ideology, with the real and the imagined intertwined, 

and with capitalism, racism, patriarchy, and other material spatial practices that 

concretize the social relations of production, reproduction, exploitation, domination, 

and subjection” (68). This reinforces the crucial concept for me that these spaces of 

representations are the “dominated spaces,” the spaces of “the peripheries, the 

margins and the marginalized,” and therefore, they are “the chosen spaces for struggle, 

liberation, emancipation” (68). Because it‟s dominated, in this Thirdspace, what we 

find here is not just the spatial representations of power, but more importantly, the 

“imposing and operational power of spatial representations” (68). This 

representational power indicates the openness of Thirdspace to appropriation, 

corresponding to what Lefebvre called the city, a “possibilities machine” (qtd. in Soja 

81).  

Because of the revelation of Thirdspace as a real-and-imagined dominated space, 

I find the concept of Thirdspace or the space of representation is surprisingly 

beneficial in our reading of Raymond Chandler‟s Los Angeles cityscapes. If the 

dominant mental space in Los Angeles is the dream city that the American dream can 

be certain, I think Raymond Chandler‟s spatial representations are the countering 

representation of the dominated space, by fusing the real with the imagined. That is, I 

think Raymond Chandler‟s Los Angeles city is the reification of Soja‟s Thirdspace, 

the dominated space of representation. This application can further elevate Chandler 

as a true painter of American city because this denotes that his description of the city 

is not just inclusive of the real and the imagined, but also the real-and-imagined 
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spaces, which I will explore in detail in the next chapter.  

 

VI. Conclusion 

    In the hard-boiled detective fiction, a new sub-genre of crime fiction, the city, 

through the eye of the flâneur-like hard-boiled detective, becomes another protagonist 

instead of the conventional focus on the puzzle-solving plot. In order to understand 

how Chandler represents this new protagonist, it‟s indispensible for us to be cognizant 

of Los Angeles in history and imagination. I also find Soja‟s and Lefebvre‟s space 

theory can provide readers with a new perspective to interpret Chandler‟s city spaces. 

At the end of this chapter, I think I need to emphasize both Soja‟s Thirdspace and 

Lefebvre‟s space of representation are indispensable concepts for my reading of 

Chandler‟s cityscapes because the former provides the spatial openness and the 

deconstructive approach to new possibilities and the latter delineates the 

dominating-dominated relationship in “lived” spaces. I will keep applying these new 

pieces of spatial knowledge to my reading of Chandler‟s city.  


